FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Ladies and Gentlemen¹,

We’re happy and proud to present to you the final 2023 issue of “The Critique of Law”.

We’d like to sincerely thank all the contributing authors and reviewers for their interesting articles and input.

We are pleased that the interest in our journal continues to grow. Apart from articles from Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East – which are published in our journal on a regular basis, we have an original, valuable text from South America on political clientelism, submitted by Professor Juan Sebastian Alejandro Perilla Granados (Colombia).

This issue features articles by researchers from Algeria, India, Colombia, Poland, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, and Turkey.

The main theme of this volume is the legal problems of new technologies – addressed by by scientists from Algeria, India, and Poland.

There are also other interesting, thought-provoking articles – such as Affirmation of Children’s Rights versus Children’s Responsibilities to the Family by Prof. Wojciech Lis, PhD or the text by Prof. Stanislaw Pieprzny, PhD and Bogdan Jaworski, PhD on simplified administrative enforcement proceedings as an instrument to protect human life or health.

We’d like to remind you that you can find us in many databases – including Scopus, which we take great pride in.

In 2024, in Issue 3, we want to explore the various legal aspects of artificial intelligence in more detail. Algorithmisation and automation do not bring much to the table when it comes to complex legal work requiring high moral qualifications,

¹ Translation of that article into English was financed under Agreement Nr RCN/SN/0331/2021/11 with funds from the Ministry of Education and Science, allocated to the “Rozwój czasopism naukowych” programme.
in-depth knowledge, creativity and critical thinking, excellent methodological skills, the ability to carefully analyse and synthesize information, and the art of persuasion. However, it is estimated that about 40% of simpler legal work may be automated in the coming years – in view of this, it is necessary to prepare lawyers for legal supervision of these activities. We look forward to receiving your submissions dealing with this area until 1 June 2024.

Yours faithfully,
Prof. Jolanta Jabłońska-Bonca, PhD, DSc
Editor-in-Chief of “The Critique of Law”
Warsaw, November 2023